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The ScanDiaSyn-project 

Two goals: 
•  Investigate  

–  systematically map and study the syntactic 
variation across the Scandinavian dialect 
continuum 

•  Document 
–  create a database: Nordic Syntactic Judgements 

Database 
–  create a corpus: Nordic Dialect Corpus  

•  Transcribed and tagged speech material linked with 
audio and video.  

•  Web-based with a user friendly interface on the internet.  





Contents of corpus 



Collecting the data 

•  Two informants from the same  
    measure point speak freely  
    for 20-30 minutes 
•  An informal setting with refreshments 
•  The informants cannot talk about  
    ”sensitive and confidential information” 
•   A list of topics is presented to the informant 
•  Video-recorded 
•  Transcribed later 



Challenges for a user-friendly system 
• five different standard orthographies (Danish, Faroese, 

Icelandic, Norwegian and Swedish) 
• transcribed speech 
•  some recordings have a double set of transcriptions – 

orthographic and phonetic 
• transcriptions should be linked to audio and video  
• the corpus should be tagged, needing five spoken language 

taggers, but different tagsets  
• if possible, the same tags should refer to the same entities 
• informant metadata should be filters in search (age, sex 

etc)  



• different levels of geographical belonging should be 
specifiable (country, area, place) 

• all text from all languages should be searchable at the 
same time 

• search results should be possible to handle in a 
number of different ways, including exporting of 
different formats 

• users want the search results to come with English 
translation  

• the users want maps to see where informants are 
from 



How to search the corpus for all the 
five languages? 

•  The five languages are closely related 
–  desirable to get all results together 

•  Still, the orthographies are so different that most 
people do not know those of the other languages 

•  Wish from users:  
–  a multilingual dictionary that translates all searches 

•  Solution:  
–  a button that links to an online, automatically  generated 

multilingual dictionary. Users choose the appropriate words 
and puts them into the search interface. 





Example: the negation word ”not” 

•  From the multilingual dictionary: 
–  ikke (Norwegian, Danish) 
–  inte (Swedish)  
–  ekki (Icelandic) 
–  ikki (Faroese) 

•  Write words in user-friendly boxes.  
•  Translated to:  
(1) "([((word="ekki" %c))]) | ([((word="inte" %c))]) | 

([((word="ikki" %c))]) | ([((word="ikke" %c))]) ;" 





Two transcriptions 

•  Two transcriptions (Norwegian and some 
Swedish) 
–  Orthographic 
–  Phonetic 

•  First: Speech was transcribed phonetically 
•  Then: Orthographic transcription  was 

created from the phonetic transcription by a 
semi-automatic transliterator. 

•  Totally aligned 



Corpus can be searched phonetically 
or orthographically  



Results can be viewed phonetically, 
orthographically or both 



Links from hits to audio and video 



All languages are being tagged. 
Tags should be standardised for all. 



Metadata filter 



All dialects can be translated online to 
English with Google Translate 



Maps from Google Maps Map view 
accompanies information-button 



Maps from 
Google 
depict 
where the 
hits have 
been found 



Maps make 
it possible 
to show 
where 
specific 
phonetic 
realisations 
have been 
found. 



What is the system used for the 
corpus?  

•  Glossa 
–  Developed at the Text Laboratory, UiO 
–  Front end: menus and boxes 
–  Middle end: MySQL database for metadata 
–  Back end: Corpus Work Bench (CWB, CQP) 
–  Is being modularised at the moment for freer 

combinations with other back ends. 
–  Freely downloadable 
–  Assistance provided 



•  http://tekstlab.uio.no/glossa//html/
GLOSSA_manual.html 

•  http://www.hf.uio.no/iln/om/organisasjon/
tekstlab/ 




